The fundamental group of compact manifolds without conjugate points
LEMMA 2.1. Let N -MIT be compact and y e F be a nontrivial élément.
(1) Then dr assumes a positive minimum, min dy.
(2) The set Ax(y) is equal to the set of critical points of dy. Furthermore Ax (y) is the set, where dy assumes the minimum. Remarks, (a) Note that (2) implies in particular that every axis of y is translated by the same amount, namely by mindy. daya-i(y) dy(a~1(y)). Therefore dy assumes the minimum, mindy.
(2) We compute the gradient of dy. For xeM, let V+(x)(V~(x)) be the in¬ itial vector of the géodésie from x to y(x)(y~l(x)). We claim that Vdy(x) (V+(x) + V~(x)). To see this let c:[0, dy(x)]-*M be the géodésie from x to y(x). For weTxM let c^&apos;.R-^Af the géodésie with cw (0) (0) 
